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A Simple Sector-Based Textual-Graphical Password Scheme with
Resistance to Login-Recording Attacks
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SUMMARY Recently, Ku et al. proposed a sector-based graphical
password scheme, RiS, with dynamically adjustable resistance to login-
recording attacks. However, since most users are more familiar with tex-
tual passwords than graphical passwords, we propose a secure and efficient
textual-graphical password scheme, T-RiS, which is a variant of RiS. The
T-RiS user can efficiently complete the login process in an environment un-
der low threat of login-recording attacks and securely complete the login
process in an environment under high threat of login-recording attacks. T-
RiS can be used in environments where the users are more familiar with
passwords based on texts than passwords based on icons/images and the
number of login sessions the adversary can record is usually less than five.
key words: accidental login, login-recording attack, shoulder-surfing at-
tack, textual-graphical password

1. Introduction

Since common password schemes are vulnerable to login-
recording attacks, which involve the shoulder-surfing attack,
the hidden-camera attack, the spyware attack, and/or the
wiretapping attack, graphical password schemes that are re-
sistant to such attacks have been proposed, e.g., [1], [3]–
[5], [7]–[9]. However, these schemes do not provide the user
with the capability of dynamically choosing the level of re-
sistance to login-recording attacks. That is, the user of these
schemes faces inconvenience and inefficiency in completing
the login process, even without the threat of login-recording
attacks. Thus, Ku et al. [2], in 2015, proposed a simple and
efficient sector-based graphical password scheme, RiS (Ro-
tating into Sector), with dynamically adjustable resistance to
login-recording attacks based on the login environment. The
user can dynamically choose the login mode with suitable
resistance to login-recording attacks depending on the lo-
gin environment. Thus, the user can efficiently complete the
login process in an environment under low threat of login-
recording attacks and securely complete the login process in
an environment under high threat of login-recording attacks.
However, in practice, most users are more familiar with tex-
tual passwords than graphical passwords. In addition, if
the user has to access many systems using various graph-
ical password schemes, which may employ entirely differ-
ent icons/images, it may be difficult for him to memorize
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all these passwords. Herein, we propose a textual-graphical
password scheme with dynamically adjustable resistance to
login-recording attacks, T-RiS (Rotating into Sector based
on Texts), which is a variant of RiS. Next, we will theoret-
ically and experimentally analyze the security and usability
of T-RiS. As in RiS, the user of T-RiS can efficiently com-
plete the login process in an environment under low threat of
login-recording attacks and securely complete the login pro-
cess in an environment under high threat of login-recording
attacks.

2. The Proposed Scheme − T-RiS

In this section, we will describe a textual-graphical pass-
word scheme with dynamically adjustable resistance to
login-recording attacks, T-RiS, which is a variant of RiS [2].
The T-RiS user can dynamically choose the login mode with
suitable resistance to login-recording attacks depending on
the login environment. Unlike RiS, T-RiS uses alphanu-
meric characters instead of icons. The alphabet contains 62
alphanumeric characters, including 26 upper case letters, 26
lower case letters, and 10 decimal digits. Notation L rep-
resents the number of characters of the user’s textual pass-
word, i.e., the password length. T-RiS involves two phases,
the registration phase and the login phase, which can be de-
scribed below.

2.1 Registration Phase

Initially, a secure channel is established between the system
and the user by using TLS [6]. The user has to set his textual
password of length L (6 ≤ L ≤ 15) characters. The system
should advise the user to register in an environment free of
spyware, hidden camera, and shoulder-surfing attack. The
system stores the user’s textual password in the user’s en-
try in the password table, which should be encrypted by the
system key. Additionally, the user has to register an e-mail
address for unlocking his account once his account has been
locked out, which will be described later.

2.2 Login Phase

The user can dynamically choose the login mode with strong
resistance to login-recording attacks, the LR1 login mode,
or the normal login mode, the LR0 login mode, depending
on the login environment. The LR1 login mode is the default
mode, and the user can click the “Switch to LR0” button on
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the screen to switch to the LR0 login mode.

The LR1 login mode

Step 1: The user requests to log into the system. A secure
channel is established between the system and the
user by using TLS [6]. The system displays three
concentric rings, including the external ring, the
middle ring, and the internal ring, and each ring is
evenly divided into 62 slots aligned with the slots
of another two rings. Each of these three rings is
composed of three consecutive segments of slots
containing characters, including the segments of
the slots containing 26 randomly arranged upper
case letters, the slots containing 26 randomly ar-
ranged lower case letters, and the slots contain-
ing 10 randomly arranged decimal digits. The
characters on the external ring and the internal
ring are fixed, and the characters on the middle
ring can be rotated clockwise or counterclock-
wise from slots to slots on the middle ring by
scrolling the mouse wheel or clicking the “Ro-
tation” buttons.

Step 2: The user has to identify the first character of his
textual password (the first pass-character) on the
external ring and the second character of his tex-
tual password (the second pass-character) on the
internal ring. The index of the pass-character to
be entered, denoted by i, is initialized to 3.

Step 3: If the center of the three rings, the first pass-
character on the external ring, and the second
pass-character on the internal ring are on a line,
the user has to rotate the characters on the mid-
dle ring until the i-th pass-character on the mid-
dle ring gets on the line passing through the cen-
ter and the first pass-character on the external
ring and the second pass-character on the inter-
nal ring. Otherwise, the user has to rotate the
characters on the middle ring until the i-th pass-
character on the middle ring falls into the sector
region formed by the first pass-character, the sec-
ond pass-character, and the center. Next, the user
has to click the “Confirm” button to respond this
challenge. Let i = i + 1.

Step 4: If i < L+1, the characters in each of the three seg-
ments of the middle ring are randomly rearranged
in the same segment, and then jumps to Step 3.
Otherwise, the user has to click the “Finish” but-
ton. If all the responses to the L−2 challenges are
correct, the user is authenticated by the system.

The LR1 login mode of T-RiS can be illustrated by a sce-
nario shown in Fig. 1, in which the three pass-characters are
marked with red colors for illustration only. The user has
to rotate the middle ring until the third pass-character on
the middle ring falls into the sector region, which is marked

Fig. 1 A scenario of the LR1 login mode of T-RiS.

with blue color for illustration only, formed by the first pass-
character on the external ring, the second pass-character on
the internal ring, and the center. On the login screen, the
user’s pointer is disallowed to enter into the characters area,
and the user will be warned of not pinpointing his pass-
characters by fingers on the screen so that the adversary
cannot easily capture the user’s pass-characters by directly
watching or recording the login screen.

The LR0 login mode

Step 1: The user requests to log into the system in the
LR1 login mode and then clicks the “Switch to
LR0” button on the login screen. A secure chan-
nel is established between the system and the user
by using TLS [6].

Step 2: The user directly enters his textual password. If
the entered textual password is correct, the user
is authenticated by the system.

Note that three consecutive failed login attempts will
lock out the account, and then the system will send an e-
mail containing the account-unlocking link, which can only
be used once to unlock the locked account, to the user’s reg-
istered e-mail address.

3. Analysis of T-RiS

Next, we will theoretically and experimentally analyze the
security and usability of T-RiS.

3.1 Security Analysis of T-RiS

We assume that the probability distribution of the length of
the password L is uniform between 6 and 15, i.e., the prob-
ability of each valid value of L is 1

10 .
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3.1.1 Password Space

For the LR1 login mode and the LR0 login mode:
∑15

L=6 62L ≈ 7.81 × 1026.

3.1.2 Resistance to Accidental Login

For the LR1 login mode: Assume that the probability distri-
bution of L is uniform between 6 and 15. Since the locations
of the characters on the external ring and the internal ring
will not be changed in one login session, the locations of the
first pass-character and the second pass-character are fixed
in one login session. The success probability of accidental
login, denoted by PLR1

al , is

PLR1
al =

1
10

∑15
L=6

2 × ( 2
62 )L−2 + 2 ×∑31

i=2 ( i
62 )L−2

62
≈ 2.37 × 10−3.

where 2 × ( 2
62 )L−2 in the numerator denotes the probability

that the center of the three rings, the first pass-character on
the external ring, and the second pass-character on the inter-
nal ring are on a line and the last L − 2 pass-characters on
the middle ring are rotated on this line, sequentially.

For the LR0 login mode: The success probability of acci-
dental login, denoted by PLR0

al , is

PLR0
al =

1
10

∑15
L=6( 1

62 )L ≈ 1.79 × 10−12.

In addition, as three consecutive failed login attempts
will lock out the account, accidental login cannot easily oc-
cur.

3.1.3 Resistance to Login-Recording Attacks

For the LR1 login mode: The average ratio of the sector
region satisfying the required condition to the entire region
in each challenge, denoted by Prc, is

Prc =
62 × [2 + 2 + 2 × (

∑31
i=2 i)]

623
≈ 0.2585.

Suppose that the adversary has recorded T login sessions. It
should be noted that the locations of the characters, includ-
ing the first pass-character, on the external ring and the loca-
tions of the characters, including the second pass-character,
on the internal ring are fixed in one login session. Since
the first two pass-characters will be referred in entering the
remaining L − 2 pass-characters, the average number of
the combinations satisfying the required conditions in each
challenge/response of the T recorded login sessions for the
first two pass-characters is (1+PT×(L−2)−1

rc ×(622 − 1)). Thus,
the success probability of cracking the first pass-character
and the second pass-character by login-recording attacks,
denoted by Plr[1,2], is

Fig. 2 The success probabilities of login-recording attacks Plr in the LR1
login mode of T-RiS.

Plr[1,2] =
1

1 + (PT×(L−2)−1
rc × (622 − 1))

On the other hand, the average number of the combinations
on the middle ring satisfying all the required conditions in
each challenge/response of the T recorded login sessions for
each of the last L−2 pass-characters is (1+PT−1

rc × (62−1)).
It should be noted that none of the last L− 2 pass-characters
will be referred in entering another one of the last L − 2
pass-characters. Thus, the success probability of cracking
the characters from the third character to the L-th character
of the user’s password by login-recording attacks is

Plr[3,L] =

(
1

1 + PT−1
rc × (62 − 1)

)L−2

Therefore, the success probability of login-recording at-
tacks, denoted by Plr, is

Plr = Plr[1,2] × Plr[3,L].

Figure 2 shows the success probabilities of login-recording
attacks with different values of L in the LR1 login mode.

For the LR0 login mode: The LR0 login mode can only pro-
vide weak resistance to login-recording attacks as wiretap-
ping can be withstood by the secure channel established be-
tween the system and the user.

3.1.4 Resistance to On-Line Guessing Attacks

The adversary may attempt to guess a possible password
to pass the verification of the server in the on-line manner.
However, if the adversary makes three consecutive failed lo-
gin attempts at any time, this account will be locked out
and the system will send an e-mail containing the account-
unlocking link to the user’s registered e-mail address. As
only the legitimate user can unlock his locked account, on-
line guessing attacks cannot be performed efficiently.

3.2 Usability Analysis of T-RiS

Compared with RiS, the operation of T-RiS is simpler and
easier to learn. Additionally, each ring is composed of three
consecutive sectors of alphanumeric characters, including
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Table 1 The login time and success rate of our T-RiS experiment.

Table 2 Comparison of RiS and T-RiS.

the sector of upper case letters, the sector of lower case
letters, and the sector of decimal digits. Thus, the user
can find his pass-character in a specific sector rather than
in the whole ring. In addition, since there is exactly one
pass-character on each ring, once the user finds the pass-
character on a ring, he can ignore the remaining characters
on it. To evaluate the usability of T-RiS, an experiment was
conducted. The participants of our experiment are 22 col-
lege students majored in computer science. The participant
can freely choose his password. Before the experiment, the
participants were given two weeks to fully familiarize with
T-RiS. In our T-RiS experiment, each participant was given
5 chances to log into the system by using the LR0 login
mode and the LR1 login mode, respectively. Table 1 shows
the results of our usability experiment for the LR0 login
mode and the LR1 login mode of T-RiS.

Note that if the LR0 login mode and the LR1 login
mode are chosen by the user with equal probability, the av-
erage login time for T-RiS is 24.27+3.37

2 = 13.82 seconds.

4. Comparison of T-RiS and RiS

In Table 2, we compare T-RiS with RiS [2] with respect to
the password space, the success probability of accidental lo-
gin, the login-recording attacks resistance, the average login
time, and the memory burden. Although the resistance of
T-RiS to login-recording attacks is weaker than the one of
RiS, T-RiS is superior to RiS with respect to the password
space and the average login time. However, the memory bur-
dens of RiS and T-RiS cannot be easily compared because
a textual password may be either meaningful or meaning-
less, either simple or complicated, either random or non-
random, either regular or irregular, and either user-chosen
or system-assigned and a graphical password may be either
abstract or not, either easily identifiable or difficultly iden-

tifiable, either impressive or not, and either user-chosen or
system-assigned. Such an issue deserves further research.

It should be noted that the order effect on the average
login times of RiS and T-RiS was eliminated because the
participants of our experiment were given two weeks to fully
familiarize with T-RiS and RiS before conducting the exper-
iment.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a textual-graphical password scheme, T-
RiS, which provides the user with the capability of dynami-
cally choosing the level of the resistance to login-recording
attacks depending on the user’s login environment. The T-
RiS user can efficiently complete the login process in an en-
vironment under low threat of login-recording attacks and
securely complete the login process in an environment under
high threat of login-recording attacks. T-RiS can be used in
environments where the users are more familiar with pass-
words based on texts than passwords based on icons/images
and the number of login sessions the adversary can record is
usually less than five.
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